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Pantheon
Date: 31 BCE

Location: Rome, Italy

Medium: Granite



Pantheon
Form: Circular dome shape, straight lines and columns throughout, bronze lettering

Function: Built as a monument after war

Content: Large architectural structure- triangular roof, dome, columns, bronze 

lettering and bronze doors

Context: Dynastic sanctuary decorated with symbols of the gods to represent the 

heavens, built after war as symbol of winning and beginning of the “greatness”’of 

Rome.



Ludovisi Battle Sarcophagus
Date: 250-260 AD

Original Location: Tomb near Porta Tiburtina gate in Rome, Italy

Current Location: Palazzo Altemps in Rome

Medium: Proconnesian Marble



Ludovisi Battle Sarcophagus
Form: coarse grain, high relief, overlapping figures, contrast in dark grey stripes

Function: monument of an outlier of a late Roman battle

Content: anti classical composition of rising and highly motifs. Roman and goths battle 

scene

Context: In Rome during the crisis of the Third Century



Forum of Trajan
Date: 357 AD

Location: Ancient Rome

Medium: Stone and marble



Forum of Trajan
Form: Shapely arches, contrasting colors between marble and stone, symmetric structure

Function: Built as a request of the emperor Trajan using spoils of war from the conquest 

of Dacia 

Content: Large white building with a large entry plaza, various domes, towers of 

different heights, and intricate carved designs 

Context: Complex built by request of the emperor as a post-wartime monument 



Colosseum (Flavian Amphitheater)
Date: 70-80 CE

Location: Rome, Italy

Medium: Stone and concrete 



Colosseum (Flavian Amphitheater)
Form: Circular shape, built archways, advanced structure

Function: For events and other forms of entertainment for the people of Rome in the 

Flavian Era

Content: Stone, concrete, engaged columns, keystone

Context: Rome during the Flavian Era left the people of Rome restless and wanting 

entertainment



Augustus of Prima Porta
Date: 120 BCE

Location: Rome, Italy

Medium: Marble statue



Augustus of Prima Porta
Form: Space between shapes, textured marble, white color, sharp and soft contrasting 

lines, contouring of marble

Function: Intertwined with politics and propaganda. Augustus was communicating his 

ideology as a military victor.

Content: Contrapposto pose, dolphin as a symbol of victory over Mark Antony, Cupid 

symbolizes descent from the gods, breastplate with additional propagandistic 

messages.

Context: Foretells the Pax Romana 


